A living death defended as the legacy of a superior culture
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Attacking a superior outside a Rak'Shir duel is punished through public execution.[6] Those deemed too weak to be of service to their Highlord are ruthlessly hunted down and executed by blood hunters.[12] They do not take prisoners in battle.[11] However, as the Defenders of Man were defending a large number of Terran Dominion civilians, and Agent Nova Terra and her Covert Ops Crew moved in to ensure that they were evacuated. Nova destroyed the shield projectors, weakening the mothership. Enraged, J'nara sent the mothership after the Covert Ops Crew, but without its shield projectors it was vulnerable to terran weaponry and destroyed. The Tal'darim symbol from Legacy of the Void is available as a spray, banner and warbanner in Heroes of the Storm.[16].